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This thesis is a written report on how to organise an anniversary event that has never 
been arranged before. The thesis was commissioned by HAAGA-HELIA University of 
Applied Sciences and the authors of this report are tourism students from the Bachelor 
Degree Programme in Tourism Ms Linda Kuortti and Ms Katja Kuronen.  
 
In 1972 Porvoo became the first city to provide tourism related studies in Finland. As 
the tourism education in Porvoo celebrated its 40th anniversary in 2012 the commission-
er showed interest towards organising an anniversary event gathering former and current 
students, teachers and staff to reminisce about the past and have a glance to the future of 
tourism education. The main focus point of this thesis is that the contents of this report 
can be used as secondary data, when celebrating the same concept again in 10 years. 
 
The two day event took place on 15.-16.11.2012. The event was divided into two sepa-
rate days according to the aims and objectives regarding each target group. Target group 
for the first event day was former tourism students and staff who have worked with 
tourism studies in Porvoo. The second event day was aimed for the current students and 
staff of Porvoo Campus.  
 
This report begins with an introduction of the project background revealing the aims 
and objectives for the event. Theoretical framework consists of the stages of the event 
management process including analysis, planning, implementation and evaluation. De-
tailed description on the taken actions regarding the process follows the theory closely. 
The process as well as the event as its entirety is presented by following chronological 
order. Critical evaluation is revealed after the project description and this report ends 
with a conclusion summarising the development suggestions on organising a similar an-
niversary event in the future. 
 
By reflecting on commissioner’s expectations and by critically analysing received feed-
back, the first event day can be stated to have been successful. The final outcome of the 
second event day did not completely meet the expectations, since the event organisation 
process was not considered to be as demanding when compared to the event day one. 
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1 Introduction 
The event industry has grown remarkably in the past years and events in general have 
held importance in people’s daily lives. An event is described as a phenomenon that 
serves a meaning for the organisation itself. They can vary from meetings, conferences 
to product announcements or general celebrations, such as birthdays and anniversaries.  
 
This thesis report is based on the event for 40 Years of Tourism Education in Porvoo, 
later 40 Years event, which was organised as a project work. Authors’, Ms Linda 
Kuortti’s and Ms Katja Kuronen’s, personal role from the beginning of the project was 
to act as the project leaders. The project was assigned to them by the directors of tour-
ism degree programmes of HAAGA-HELIA Porvoo in the end of August 2012. The 
commissioner for the thesis is HAAGA-HELIA University of Applied Sciences. 
 
Anniversary celebration for tourism education in Porvoo has not been organised be-
fore. This year the commissioner showed interest in gathering former students, teach-
ers and staff to the fairly new Porvoo Campus to reminisce about the past and have a 
glance to the future of tourism education. Being an important benchmark in the histo-
ry of Finnish tourism education as well as the tourism industry, it was also requested 
that the festive atmosphere would translate to the current students and staff of Porvoo 
Campus. 
 
The two day event took place on 15.-16.11.2012. The target group for the first event 
day was former tourism students and staff who have worked with tourism studies in 
Porvoo. The evening gathered all together 106 guests. The second event day was aimed 
for the current students and staff of Porvoo Campus. 
 
This written thesis report documents the event management process including analysis, 
planning, implementation, and evaluative actions. Theoretical framework is explored as 
widely as necessary regarding the 40 Years event to support the empirical part of the 
project. Thesis is written to give guidelines and provide useful implements that can be 
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developed to act as the base for organising an event that will be arranged again in 2022, 
when the tourism education in Porvoo celebrates its 50th anniversary. 
 
Second chapter on project background reveals the main goals and objectives that were 
established before beginning the planning process. The history of tourism education in 
Porvoo is being explored briefly to provide understanding on the importance and the 
central reason behind the event. The structure of this thesis is designed in a way that 
the essential features of the science of event management are explored simultaneously 
as revealing the practicalities concerning the event. After covering the theory in the 
third chapter, one will understand why the planning and implementation actions were 
conducted in a certain way, following certain steps.  
 
The fourth chapter explains the taken actions concerning planning and implementation 
phases focusing on the essential areas of event management operations. Both of the 
event days will be described in detail as well. Chapter five will indicate the methods 
that were useful and successful when aligned with the original aims and objectives of 
the project. The focus however is on the challenges and limitations to provide useful 
guidelines on which areas to improve when organising the event again. Both event days 
are being evaluated and the conclusion in the last chapter will be based on the results 
of these evaluations.   
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2 Project Background 
The project background presents the commissioner’s expectations towards the wanted 
outcomes of the project. The history of the tourism education in Porvoo and its signif-
icant phases during the past 40 years are introduced briefly as well.  
 
2.1 Commissioner’s Expectations 
Commissioner for this project was HAAGA-HELIA University of Applied Sciences. 
Tourism education in Porvoo has a long history, which has gathered many memories 
in both students and staff members of past 40 years. The commissioner was expecting 
the first event day to be a relaxed reunion, which gathers along former students, teach-
ers and staff from these past four decades. However, focusing to the future of tourism 
education as well as the industry was seen more important rather than emphasizing the 
past. High visibility to the relatively new Porvoo Campus that was opened in 2010 to 
facilitate the bachelor degree studies in tourism today was also wished for. (Porvoo 
Campus 2013a). 
 
The commissioner wanted the significance of tourism education in Porvoo to translate 
to the second event day’s target group by providing them with activities related to the 
tourism industry. Interactive workshops introducing current topics by the industry pro-
fessionals were seen as the most advantageous method considering the participants. 
Friday was expected to be a festive celebration with famous performers, various com-
petitions and lotteries all emphasising the significance of tourism education. (Soisalon-
Soininen, Lindroth, Ritalahti & Sandelin 23.8.2012.) 
 
2.2 History of Tourism Education in Porvoo 
In 1972 Porvoo became the first city to provide tourism related studies in Finland. 
Tourism related courses were combined with courses within the hotel and restaurant 
sector at vocational college of Porvoo. These courses were offered for students till 
1975 when a separate legislation for tourism education was established. This led to fa-
cilitating Porvoo with its own tourism college. Two years later, a travel agency was es-
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tablished under the school premises in order to provide tourism students with practical 
training. In 1978 the travel agency started operating in the public sector. (Reinboth 
2008, 92-102.) 
 
In the beginning of the 1990’s the tourism education in Porvoo faced a great refor-
mation. Vocational school did no longer correspond to the development of profession 
within the study degree so the tourism education was raised to the level of polytech-
nics. The key issue in the establishment of polytechnics was to raise the standard of 
education in order to be equivalent to the demands of working life. This experimenta-
tion period began in autumn 1991. (Reinboth 2008, 110-111.) 
 
The implementation plan experiments were changed and reformed continuously. Final-
ly in 1996 the implementation plan was accepted and Porvoo tourism education begun 
to offer its bachelor’s degree studies with the support from Helsinki’s polytechnic of 
business, Helia. (Reinboth 2008, 113-114.) 
 
Later in 2007 Helia, the polytechnic of business in Helsinki and Haaga, the University 
of Applied Sciences in Helsinki joined together and formed HAAGA-HELIA Univer-
sity of Applied Sciences. (Reinboth 2008, 116.) 
 
In January 2011 the activities of HAAGA-HELIA University Applied Sciences Porvoo 
faced a new era as it moved into a modern designed Campus located on the West Bank 
of Porvoo River. Today Porvoo Campus provides tourism degree programmes in 
Finnish and English. (Porvoo Campus 2013b.) 
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Events and Event Management 
The definition of an event is being explored in the context of event management. The 
main purpose is to reveal the features that define an event in order to get a deeper in-
sight of the event management processes and the theory behind them. After these 
terms and definitions have been presented, one will understand why 40 Years event 
was organised using certain practices. 
 
There are various types of events with different purposes, aims and goals. However the 
event operations and execution process of any event remains the same. Silvers (2004) 
defines an event as follows: 
 
“An event is an experience, carefully crafted to deliver and impact on the 
person in attendance. The activities, environment, and layers of multisen-
sory effects are integrated into an event design that is staged and choreo-
graphed with precision and polish. The best event experience is one in 
which the mechanics are imperceptible to the attendee and the intended 
impact is delivered effectively and invisibly.” (Silvers 2004, 2.)  
 
Figure 1. Event Types (Raj, Walters & Rashid 2009, 13-18.) 
 
Defining an event may be a challenge, since there are various approaches to the catego-
risation (Bowdin, Allen, O’Toole, Harris & McDonnell 2011, 18). Events can be cate-
Special Events
Corporate Events Leisure Events
Religious Events
Cultural Events
Musical Events
Sporting EventsPersonal/Private Events
Political and Governmental Events
Commercial and Business Events
Event Types
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gorised according to the event size or purpose for instance. Figure 1 presents the event 
types according to their purpose dividing them into leisure, religious, cultural, musical, 
sporting, personal/private, political and governmental, commercial and business, and 
special events (Raj, Walters & Rashid 2009, 13-18). When utilising this method of cate-
gorisation, 40 Years event falls under the category of special events as it covers the 
four main criteria, which Goldblatt (2002, 8-9) refers to. The four purposes for special 
events are celebration, education, marketing and reunion (Matthews 2008, 3). The 
Convention Industry Council’s definition regarding a special event is also suitable 
when defining the 40 Years event. The Convention Industry Council defines a special 
event according to its purpose as follows: 
 
“One time event staged for the purpose of celebration; a unique activity.” 
(Convention Industry Council 2011.) 
 
According to Raj, Walters and Rashid (2009, 11) event management is the capability 
and control of the process of purpose, people and place. Event management consists 
of four main stages regarding the operations and execution process in order to create 
and sustain an event. These four stages are demonstrated as a process in Figure 2. 
Stages are explored in detail within the context of 40 Years event by beginning from 
the analysis stage. Presenting the actions regarding planning and implementation will 
follow and finally the evaluation stage is described.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 2. 40 Year event’s operations and execution process (Raj, Walters & Rashid 
2009, 33; Getz 2005, 3.) 
Analysis  
Aims and Objectives 
Event organization  
Planning  
Marketing  
Human Resource Management  
Time Management  
Financial Management  
Event Practicalities (decoration, catering and entertainment)  
Evaluation  
Future improvements 
measuring success  
Implementation 
Monitoring progress  
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2.3 Analysis 
The first stage of a special event organising process can be comprised into five ques-
tions, who, what, when, where and why. “Who” defines the target group of the event, 
“What” reveals the nature of the event, “When” defines the time the event is organ-
ised, “Where” indicates the location and finally “Why” summarises the purpose and 
main objectives of the event. By answering to the 5 W’s the focus is put on the relevant 
aims and objectives to achieve the wanted results (Fenich 2008, 231; Wolf & Wolf 
2005, 1). This is a common way of starting a project since through the answers the en-
tire event organising team will have a clear vision on what is expected from them and 
why. Considering the guests of the event as well as defining the concept in order to 
create memorable event experience is the most essential step of the event organising 
process (Robinson,Wale & Dickson 2010, 19-20). Before writing the project plan for 
the 40 Years event, the 5 W’s were answered regarding both event days by the project 
leaders as seen in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. 5 W’s separately answered regarding each event day 
Event day Thursday 15.11.2012 Friday 16.11.2012 
Why?  
Networking, celebration, visibility 
for Porvoo Campus 
Celebration, gaining knowledge re-
garding the past and the future of the 
tourism industry and education 
Who? 
Former staff and students, age: 18 
to 60+ 
Current staff and students of Porvoo 
Campus, age: 17+ 
What? Informative but relaxed gathering 
Celebrative and educational day that 
provides a refreshing change to the 
ordinary work day 
When? 
Thursday 15.11.2012, approxi-
mately 16.00 - 22.00 
Friday 16.11.2012, approximately 
10.00 - 14.00  
Where? Porvoo Campus Porvoo Campus 
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2.3.1 Aims and Objectives 
Aims and objectives should always be defined before arranging an event. The aim 
states the reason why the event is arranged and what is achieved by organising the cer-
tain event. (Bowdin, McDonnell, Allen & O’Toole 2003, 69.)  
 
The purpose for the first event day was networking and celebration aimed at former 
students and staff who have worked with tourism studies in Porvoo within the past 40 
years. Increasing the visibility of the chosen venue, Porvoo Campus was also seen as a 
beneficial result for this informative, yet relaxed evening gathering. The chosen time 
for the event was Thursday evening 15.11.2012 and the programme was to take place 
approximately at 16.00 – 22.00 as seen in Table 1. 
 
As for the second event day the purpose was to provide the current staff and students 
of Porvoo Campus with celebrative day time event, where attendees would gain 
knowledge regarding the past and the future of the tourism industry and education. 
This refreshing change to the ordinary work day was to take place on Friday 
16.11.2012 approximately at 10.00 – 14.00 at Porvoo Campus. (Table 1.) 
 
2.3.2 Event Organisation 
In order to proceed and achieve the stated aims and objectives, the event organising 
team must be assembled. Tasks and responsibilities are divided among the organising 
team. The event organisation identifies the leaders, the role of stakeholders, relation-
ship with partners and sponsors and co-workers. (Bowdin, McDonnell, Allen & 
O’Toole 2003, 49.)  
 
As seen in Figure 3 the commissioning team was formed by Mrs Lindroth, Mrs Sande-
lin and Mrs Soisalon-Soininen, who are the directors of tourism degree programmes of 
HAAGA-HELIA Porvoo. Also senior lecturer Mr Ritalahti took part in the planning 
process by attending the mutual meetings actively. Third year students Ms Mäkinen 
and Ms Korhonen took marketing and entertainment matters as their responsibility. 
Second year tourism student Ms Saraste was appointed as the person in charge of the 
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decoration and interior design of the event venue. Catering was assigned to Ms 
Vuorela by the commissioning team. She was part of the event organising team in the 
role of a project leader with her own staff that consisted of catering student group 
M3TK, and separate project plan. 
 
Figure 3. Organisational structure (Bladen, Kennell, Abson & Wilde 2012, 29.) 
 
2.4 Planning 
The planning process that follows the analysis stage includes firstly establishing the 
current situation, secondly determining the future position and thirdly choosing the 
right methods to achieve the set goals. The event plan is an essential guide which ex-
amines all the important steps in order to achieve the objectives. (Bowdin, McDonnell, 
Allen, O’Toole 2003, 67-68.)  
 
Planning of the 40 Years event was started in the end of August 2012 when the com-
missioner approached the project leaders regarding the matter. The project leaders 
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agreed to plan and organise the event with the guidance and support provided by their 
commissioning team. During the planning stage the essential topics that were focused 
on were the following: marketing actions, human resource management, time man-
agement, financial matters and other event practicalities including catering, decoration, 
and entertainment matters as well as the safety issues. 
 
2.4.1 Financial Management 
Financial resources together with well-established aims and objectives are the base for 
the event planning process. These factors determine if organising the event is feasible. 
(Allen 2000, 2.) Financial planning and decision making is always carried out in the 
light of the set aims and objectives. If the purpose of an event is not to generate finan-
cial profit, the aim is on non-tangible factors, such as networking for instance. In such 
cases measuring the return on investment can be rather complex. (Bowdin, Allen, 
O’Toole, Harris & McDonnell 2011, 295 - 300.) 
 
Regardless of whether the event is organised to generate financial profit or not, finan-
cial management is a crucial part of event management operations. In order to actualise 
an event, planning process must be conducted within the limits of a set or estimated 
budget. (Bowdin, Allen, O’Toole, Harris & McDonnell 2011, 295 – 296; Allen 2000, 2.) 
Budget is a tool for monitoring and controlling that the expenses do not exceed the 
generated income (Robinson, Wale & Dickson 2010, 62). 
 
Actions taken within the financial management also contribute to the evaluating pro-
cess of an event. Events are commonly evaluated based on their return on investment. 
Comparison between the projected costs and actual costs reflect whether the outcome 
of the project was successful or not. Event can be stated to have been successful if the 
operations were conducted within the budget resulting into breaking even, if its pur-
pose was not to generate profit. (Fenich 2008, 255.)  
 
The funding of 40 Years event came from the commissioning organisation HAAGA-
HELIA University of Applied Sciences. Project leaders were assigned by the commis-
sioning team to make estimation on the funds that they would need to actualise the 
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event and achieve the set objectives. After establishing an understanding of the event 
entity with its various components such as administration, operations, risks, design and 
marketing, they created a forecast on the expenses that would need to be covered. 
They prepared a budget, excluding the sponsors’ contributions, that was presented to 
the commissioning team as a part of the final project plan. (Table 2.) As the event did 
not aim into generating financial profit the budget covered only the areas that were 
seen necessary in order to result into a successful event. 
 
Table 2. Budget for 40 Years event 
 
 
Table 2 illustrates the projected costs for both event days separately under five catego-
ries: marketing and advertisement, decoration, catering, entertainment and other ex-
penses. The items, their quantity and the estimated cost for each item are presented. 
Estimation of the costs was done through research by comparing different prices of 
Category Item Quantity Projected Costs Item Quantity Projected Costs
Marketing and 
avertisement
Advertisement, 
Helsingin Sanomat
1/16 page 1 600,00 €
Marketing 
expenses
0 0,00 €
Advertisement, 
Ikkunapaikka
1/4 page 1 500,00 €
Decoration Flowers 4 boxes 50,00 € Balloons 2 packets 10,00 €
Fabrics 19 meters 120,00 €
Catering Food and 
beverages
150 guests * 
20,00€
3 000,00 € Coffee and cake
400 guests * 
3,50 €
1 400,00 €
Lunch expenses
33 persons * 
4,70€
155,10 €
Entertainment Tour at Art 
Factory
2 tours 150,00 € Band
45 min. 
performance
1 200,00 €
Reward for 
workshop leaders
9 persons * 
70,00€
630,00 €
Other expenses Programme leaflet 150 leaflets 40,00 € Other expenses 0 0,00 €
Chocolate 
giveaway presents
150 guests * 
1,50€
229,00 €
TOTAL 6 689,00 € 3 395,10 €
Total projected costs:
THURSDAY FRIDAY
10 084,10 €
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various service and product providers. The chosen products and services were selected 
if the price was seen to meet the quality standards. 
 
The budget for 40 Years event was 10 084,10 euros in total. The total estimated costs 
for the first event day were 6689,00 euros. Nearly a half of it consisted of the funds 
that were allocated for marketing and advertisement with 3100,00 euros. The share for 
catering was almost as large as the marketing’s. Total catering costs including all food 
and beverages were not expected to exceed 3000,00 euros. Remaining 585,00 euros 
consisted of costs regarding flowers, fabrics, guided tours at the Art Factory, pro-
gramme leaflets and chocolate giveaway presents. (Table 2.) 
 
Table 2 also reveals the second event day’s projected costs, which were not nearly as 
high as for the first event day adding up to a total of 3395,10 euros. More than half of 
the entire day’s budget was allocated to the entertainment purposes as the rewards for 
the band members and the workshop leaders were estimated to be 1830,00 euros. As 
for the first event day, Friday event’s catering expenses also covered the second largest 
share of the budget. Coffee and cake service was estimated for 400 guests being 
1400,00 euros. The lunch costs of 155,10 euros for 33 people who consisted of work-
shop leaders, members of the event organising team and the potential representatives 
of local press, were added to the catering costs totalling into 1555,10 euros. Marketing 
expenses and other expenses were not expected to arise and only 10,00 euros was allo-
cated for the decoration purposes. 
    
2.4.2 Marketing 
Event marketing is defined as a long-term process of strategic planning. If considering 
event marketing in a larger scale, the concept refers to all interactive procedures and 
actions that bring together organisations and their loyal customers. Event marketing 
enhances the visibility of the organisation and is often linked to strengthen the image 
or branding products. (Vallo & Häyrinen 2012, 19-20.) 
 
As 40 Years event had two different target groups there were various ways of ap-
proaching the right target group. The marketing for event day one was mainly done 
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within print media. In order to keep the guests updated on any special announcements 
and registration, an official website was designed and opened for public. Social media 
was also an important marketing tool as Facebook page was also created. Event day 
two had its own Facebook page as well, but the target audience was approached by 
using mainly the internal marketing tools, such as Campus screen TVs and a word of 
mouth. According to Fenich (2008, 247) positive word of mouth is the most valuable 
outcome that a special event can result in. 
 
2.4.3 Human Resource Management 
Human resource management can be compressed into planning, recruiting, motivating, 
controlling and training the staff.  There are various models on human resource plan-
ning in which most often the process begins by first defining the event’s purpose and 
strategic actions. Once the strategic plan is determined, the actual procedure of re-
cruitment may begin. The procedure can be illustrated by the three-step method sug-
gested by Getz (2005, 222). The procedure begins with breaking down the operational 
plan so that various tasks can be separated. The next step is to assess the need of la-
bour stating the amount of people needed to complete each assignment. The last phase 
focuses on listing staff and finding suitable people who have the professionalism re-
garding the task. (Getz 2005, 219; 222.)  
 
The event organising team was decided once the project plan was approved by the 
commissioner. Most of the operational tasks were under the project leaders’ responsi-
bility yet for marketing, entertainment, decoration and catering there were people 
needed to take charge of. The most convenient way to find suitable was to seek among 
close friends and other students.(Figure 3.) 
 
2.4.4 Time Management 
In order to work efficiently and implementing event more smoothly it is important to 
manage time. Time management is also essential in event planning and implementation 
as it helps to gain positive results and avoid oversights. It supports project leaders 
when controlling teamwork and organising workload. To successfully manage time, 
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Allen (2005, 5) suggests to follow four steps. The first step includes tracking time, the 
second step is about breaking down working components, the third step is calculating 
own time allocation and the last section is creating time lines and schedules. (Allen 
2005, 6-7.) 
 
After completing the first three steps according to Allen (2005, 5) a timeline was creat-
ed in order to accomplish assigned tasks on time and control the event management 
process throughout the project. The time for planning and implementing the event was 
three months. 
 
2.4.5 Event Practicalities 
The purpose of events is to deliver guests an emotional experience and provide some-
thing different from their original daily lives. In order to achieve a successful event it 
must appeal to the guests’ five senses. Important elements such as decoration, catering 
and entertainment have in important role on creating the right atmosphere. (Matthews 
2008, 59.) 
 
The theme of the past four decades for the event was established and efficiently taken 
in use in all event practicalities. In decoration warm colours and small elements were 
used to keep up with the theme. Flowers and lights were much in use and also decorat-
ed the buffet tables giving the food a remarkable display. There are forms of human 
entertainment that may involve vocalization or physical movement (Matthews 2008, 3). 
Both forms of human entertainment were used in the event. Both event days included 
music performances, but the performers and songs were chosen considering each tar-
get audience separately. Activities requiring physical movement, such as tours were 
offered for guests on Thursday and on Friday workshops and competitions were pro-
vided for the students and staff of Porvoo Campus.  
 
2.5 Implementation 
The third stage of event operations is implementation actions aligned with the estab-
lished plans. There are five main characteristics that are typical for the implementation 
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phase. First one of them consists of practicalities that are vital for the plans to develop 
into actions. For instance recruiting staff and making contracts with performers are 
included in such actions. Second typical feature of this phase consists of monitoring 
and controlling actions. The relevancy of plans needs to be assessed constantly as pro-
ceeding with the implementation actions. Plans that appeared to be relevant during the 
planning stage might not perform as well as thought in practice, so decision making is 
the third, very essential characteristic. Two remaining features are constant risk man-
agement and active communication with the stakeholders. (Bowdin, Allen, O’Toole, 
Harris & McDonnell 2011, 263.) 
 
2.6 Evaluation 
Event evaluation is the last stage of event operations and it reveals if the aims and ob-
jectives of the event have been accomplished. It also provides valuable information for 
future improvements. In order to conduct useful analysis, information can be obtained 
by using a survey or having feedback discussions with staff and commissioner. (Van 
der Wagen & Carlos 2005, 248-252.)  
 
Event evaluation is also known as a process, which measures and criticises the imple-
mentation of an event in order to assess its final results. Evaluation process is seen 
throughout the event management. (Bowdin, McDonnell, Allen, O’Toole 2003, 271.)  
 
Evaluation methods used in 40 Years event were feedback discussion with the com-
missioner and staff as well as a survey. Throughout the project the leaders evaluated 
and analysed their performance and efficiency reflecting into the event management 
process. Regarding Thursday’s evening event, a survey was sent to the guests. The re-
ceived feedback will be used when evaluating and making final conclusion on the 
event. 
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3 Project Description  
Project leaders began the planning by having their first official meeting on 30th of Au-
gust 2012 when the commissioning agreement was signed. During the meeting project 
leaders established the main goals of the event, created a preliminary schedule and 
made an action plan on the most relevant practicalities accordingly.  
 
The content of the two day event is comprised in Table 3. The differences in target 
group, content of the programme and timing are easily identified. The venue however 
was the same and marketing channels were similar for both event days.  
 
Table 3. The contents of the two day event 
  Thursday 15.11.2012   Friday 16.11.2012   
Target 
group 
Former tourism students and staff Current students and staff of Porvoo Cam-
pus 
Programme  Guided Tours in 4 locations 16:30 Cake and Coffee Service 9:45 
Contents Evening event 18:00 Band, stands and competitions 10:00 
  Event ends 21:30 Workshops for tourism stu-
dents 
12:00 
      Event ends 14:00 
Place(s) Porvoo Campus   Porvoo Campus   
  Old Town of Porvoo       
  Art Factory       
  POMO-building       
Time 16:00 - 21:30   9:45 - 14:00   
Marketing  Facebook   Facebook   
Channels Industry Magazine Ikkunapaikka Porvoo Campus advertisement screens 
  News Paper Helsingin Sanomat     
  Event Web Pages       
 
As seen in Table 3 the target group for Thursday’s event was former students and staff 
regarding tourism studies in Porvoo. The programme included four optional guided 
tours and the official evening celebration. During the evening participants enjoyed live 
music, speeches and buffet. The venue for the evening programme was Porvoo Cam-
pus lobby but tours were in different areas around the city of Porvoo. The duration of 
the Thursday’s event was from 4 pm to 9.30pm.  
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The evening program that took place at Porvoo Campus began at 18.00. (Attachment 
4.) When the web pages and the electronic registration form for the event were created 
seven weeks prior to the event on 27.9.2012, the option of attending a guided tour be-
fore the evening program was offered in following places around Porvoo: POMO-
house, Old town of Porvoo, the Art Factory and the Campus itself.  
 
The participants were asked to fill in personal information, such as name, email, if they 
were a former or current student or staff and their current work position or company. 
The guests were also asked to inform about their food allergies. As described earlier 
the guests had the possibility to choose a guided tour in addition to the evening event 
in one of the above mentioned alternatives or only register for the evening event.  
 
After the registration ended one week prior to the event, all the registered guests were 
sent a friendly reminding email about the event and the guided tour in case they had 
enrolled for one. As a result to the email, the project leaders found out the exact 
amounts of guests who would be attending each tour as well as the evening event. (Ta-
ble 4.) 
 
Table 4. The number of registered guests 11.11.2012  
Registered for: Number of guests: 
Only the evening program 70 
The Art Factory 15 
POMO-house 8 
Old Town 6 
Porvoo Campus 16 
Total 115 
 
Table 3 summarises the content of Friday’s event as well. The programme was targeted 
to the current students and staff at Porvoo Campus and was arranged in the lobby. 
Instead of having an evening event as it was for Thursday, the Friday event was pre-
ferred to be held during regular working hours, 10am to 2pm. As to marketing chan-
nels, Facebook was the most preferable marketing tool. 
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There were no web pages or electronic registration form created for the second event 
day, since the students of Porvoo Campus were assumed to attend the programme that 
was arranged. The programme for the Friday’s event consisted of coffee and cake ser-
vice in the cafeteria combined with entertainment that took place in the main lobby, 
followed by industry related workshops for students studying in tourism degree pro-
grams. During the event observation was used as the primary tool for estimating the 
number of attendees as well as to evaluate the atmosphere.  
 
3.1 Project Plan and Implementation 
The first practical matters regarding the planning and implementation were to write a 
project plan and get familiar with the history behind the tourism education in Porvoo. 
The objective was to first understand the past in order to understand the future. Writ-
ten project plan was established to cover all areas that need to be taken into considera-
tion when organising such two day event with separate target groups as well as con-
tents.  
 
3.1.1 Situation Analysis 
After clearly stating the aims and objectives, project leaders analysed the upcoming 
event from four different angles. This method is known as the SWOT-analysis. By 
conducting a SWOT-analysis one will find out the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 
and threats for the event in question. (O’Toole 2011, 24-25; Kauhanen, Juurakko & 
Kauhanen 2002, 27.)  
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Table 5. Strengths and weaknesses of 40 Years event (O’Toole 2011, 25) 
Strengths Weaknesses 
Porvoo Campus as a venue. 
The target group for Friday is already 
familiar with the venue. 
Commissioner has good contacts 
with the target group. 
The target group for Thursday night 
not able to attend the event as for the 
time the event is held. 
Project leaders have earlier experi-
ence on event organising and have 
the ability to recruit personnel.  
Lack of available staff. 
Efficient and well organised ways 
of working towards the goals. 
Demanding schedule. 
 
The strengths for the 40 Years event were Porvoo Campus as the selected venue and 
the commissioner’s existing relationship to the representatives of the both target 
groups. Project leaders’ previously gained experience within the event organising field 
and their efficient ways of working were also included into the advantages that con-
tribute to the successful outcome. Demanding schedule as the result of the narrow 
timeframe, and the challenges in recruiting motivated staff members were seen as 
weaknesses. The venue selection was seen as a weakness when appealing to the Fri-
day’s target group, who were already familiar with Porvoo Campus. The fact that 
guests for Thursday might not be able to attend due to the time of the evening event 
was also taken into consideration. (Table 5.) 
 
Table 6. Opportunities and threats of 40 Years event (O’Toole 2011, 26.) 
Opportunities Threats 
The new region of Porvoo west 
bank including Art Factory. 
Time of the year (November) 
Artists and live music Performers not able to attend. 
Event Programme 
Students (target group) might not be 
interested. 
Catering organised by students from 
HAAGA-HELIA Porvoo. 
Food poisoning, excessive consump-
tion of alcohol. 
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As seen in Table 6 the catering for the first event day was organised by M3TK, a group 
of students of HAAGA-HELIA, which was included into the list of opportunities due 
to the reduced catering costs. Event program together with live music performances 
on both event days, and the new appealing region of Porvoo west bank area were seen 
as opportunities when aiming towards a successful event. The biggest threat for the 
event concerned the second event day as it was stated to be the target group’s possible 
lack of interest towards the event. Time of the year being unpredictable November was 
also included into threats. The possibility of food poisoning, excessive consumption of 
alcohol and sudden sickness incidents regarding performers were also thought about. 
 
3.1.2 Risk Assessment 
Risk assessment was conducted in the early planning stage when creating the project 
plan by using Conway’s (2006, 28-30) method for evaluating the possible risks. The 
project leaders began the assessment by indicating the most likely hazards with the 
greatest possibilities and severity levels to cause any harm. They chose ten risks with 
the highest possibility to have negative impact regarding the overall success of the 
event, guests, event organising team and the venue. Table 7 indicates these ten risks 
starting from the most severe one as follows: staff unaware of the programme and 
their schedules, candles causing a fire, slippery entrance, lack of guests, injuries, tech-
nical difficulties, last minute cancellations, parking area overcrowded, stormy weather 
affecting the electricity and delegation of same task to more than one staff member. 
 
After indication of the risks each item was scored based on its likelihood and severity 
according to Conway’s (2006, 29) risk assessment scoring chart. Priority score was cal-
culated by multiplying the likelihood score with the severity score. Risk priority scores 
were compared with figures in risk acceptability table. Preventing actions for each risk 
were established accordingly. (Table 7.)  
 
The only risk with very high priority score of 48 was “staff unaware of the programme 
and their schedules”.  Preventing action was thorough orientation and training. Can-
dles causing fire, slippery entrance, lack of guests, staff injuries, technical difficulties, 
performers cancelling and issues with parking revealed to be tolerable risks that had to 
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be prepared for. Stormy weather and delegation of same task to multiple staff members 
were seen as risks that needed to be taken into consideration, but weren’t high in prior-
ity. (Table 7) 
 
Table 7. Risk Assessment of 40 Years event (Conway 2006, 29-30.) 
RISK LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY PRIORITY PREVENTING ACTIONS 
Staff unaware of 
the program and 
their schedules 
3 16 48 
Thorough orientation provided, 
staff needs to be trained 
Candles causing a 
fire 
4 8 32 Use of electric candles 
Icy or slippery 
entrance 
4 8 32 
Sand (outside) and cleaning 
equipment (inside) organised, 
PIC appointed 
Lack of guests 3 8 24 
High standard of marketing 
efforts need to be maintained 
through the process 
Injuries caused by 
moving heavy 
equipment 
3 8 24 
Enough staff participating in 
lifting heavy items 
Technical difficul-
ties (microphones, 
speakers, screens 
etc.) 
2 8 16 
Test the equipment in advance, 
but also right before the event 
Speaker or per-
former has to can-
cel at the last mi-
nute 
1 8 8 
Arranging back up speakers and 
performers in case of an emer-
gency 
Parking lot over 
crowded 
1 8 8 
Appointing PIC for parking, 
organising clear signs on op-
tional locations 
Stormy weather 
cuts off the elec-
tricity 
1 4 4 
Finding out the procedure in 
such case, flashlights organised 
for staff 
Same task is given 
to more than one 
person/group 
1 4 4 
Clear division of tasks between 
project leaders and teams 
 
3.1.3 Organisation and Partners 
It was agreed that the project leaders would meet up with the commissioning team 
once a week. The meetings were documented using HAAGA-HELIA guidelines in 
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order to stay on track on the decisions that were made during the gatherings. Along-
side with the traditional email, the project leaders chose to use the newly launched 
LeaP-platform (Sulava 2012) as one of their points of communication when it came to 
cooperating with the representatives of the commissioner. 
 
Project leaders agreed to have separate meetings with each other when ever needed 
and the communication was done on a daily basis via email, by phone, and actively 
using LeaP-platform as well as Facebook. Facebook was chosen as the main communi-
cation channel between the event organising team and the project leaders, since the 
team consisted of the students of HAAGA-HELIA Porvoo, where Facebook plays an 
essential role in daily communications when it comes to study related projects. Efforts 
regarding the recruitment of the project staff were made immediately after the project 
was assigned. The leaders began to seek for potential staff among friends. A third year 
student studying international business agreed to take charge of contacting the poten-
tial performers for the second event day. She was also responsible of designing and 
creating the graphical material, such as the logo for the event (Attachment 2). A stu-
dent who had former experience as a project leader was assigned to be in charge of the 
event web pages and the visibility in the social media sites, such as Facebook, when it 
came to the marketing efforts concerning both event days. A second year tourism stu-
dent was responsible of the decoration and interior design of the event venue. (Figure 
3.) 
 
The main application for external communication with partners and sponsors was 
email, but phone calls were also made whenever necessary. Throughout the planning 
and implementation process email was read several times a day and the project leaders 
were actively responding to all issues and matters that needed their attention. Ms Ku-
ronen was the point of contact for the sponsors, who were sent proposals on coopera-
tion regarding the event via email. Project leaders wanted to involve local companies 
and organisations mainly from the field of Finnish tourism industry. They contacted 
Varuboden Osla Porvoo, cruise operator Viking Line, Scandic Hotels and a local 
Malmgård Brewery. They got positive responses on supporting the event from all 
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companies excluding Malmgård Brewery, so the sponsorship recruitment can be stated 
to have been successful.   
 
3.1.4 Timeline 
Preliminary timeline for the event was created well in advance on week 36 to reduce 
the number of mistakes and guarantee that every segment of event planning and im-
plementation process was to be covered. The final timeline for the project that was 
created utilising Wolf & Wolf’s model (2005, 59-62) is presented in Table 8. From the 
day of the commissioner’s first proposal to project leaders regarding the event, there 
were 12 weeks remaining for planning and implementation actions before the sched-
uled event days on week 46. 
 
Table 8. Timeline for 40 Years event (Wolf & Wolf 2005, 59-62) 
Week 35 
First meeting with the commissioner, main objectives and goals estab-
lished 
Week 36 Project plan and schedule started 
Week 37 Recruitment of staff and task division 
Week 38 Proposal letters to sponsors, enquiry letters to performers, advertisement 
for Ikkunapaikka and Helsingin Sanomat created 
Week 39 Project plan ready, Web pages and Facebook sites in action, first meeting 
with catering team  
Week 40 
Registration began, performers and speakers confirmed, marketing action 
plan finalised, preliminary plan on interior design created, workshop lead-
ers contacted, no need for permissions or informing local authorities con-
firmed 
Week 41 Programme for first event day finalised, implementation of marketing 
action plan, safety analysis and risk assessment finalised 
Week 42 Programme for second event day finalised, project teams working inde-
pendently 
Week 43 Cleaning company informed, teachers informed, classrooms booked, su-
pervisiors for workshops and guided tours confirmed 
Week 44 Practicalities concerning the event taken care of, safety walk organised 
Week 45 Registration ended, final instructions for workshop leaders sent, checklist 
for both event days done, technical equipment pre-tested 
Week 46 Giveaways picked up, local press contacted, event day one, event day two 
Week 47 Feedback form created, thank you-letters to sponsors sent 
Week 48 Feedback form to guest sent, oral feedback session with the commission-
er held 
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During the first weeks regarding the project the project leaders accomplished the anal-
ysis stage of establishing the aims and goals for the project and both event days. Re-
cruitment issues were attacked on during the third week after the project plan had been 
started and preliminary schedule was created. During the week 38 the marketing ac-
tions were started. Proposals and enquires regarding the event entertainment and spon-
sorship were sent via email during the same week. (Table 8.) 
 
Final project plan was presented to the commissioning team on week 39, seven weeks 
prior to the event. On the same week the project leaders had their first meeting with 
the person in charge of the catering of the first event day. Implementation stage of 
event operations started on the following week. Registration for Thursday’s event be-
gan on the event web pages, performers and speakers were confirmed, marketing ac-
tion plan and preliminary plan on interior design was created, and the workshop lead-
ers for the Friday’s event were contacted. The commissioner was also consulted on the 
possible needs for contacting local authorities and purchasing licences regarding the 
music and alcohol for instance. Safety analysis and risk assessment were conducted on 
the following week. (Table 8.) 
 
Four weeks before the event the schedules and programmes for both event days were 
finalised. Week 43 consisted mainly of informing relevant parties on the event, meet-
ings with personnel that were recruited to assist on the actual event days and booking 
the needed classrooms. More practicalities, such as organising a safety walk around the 
venue, were taken care of during the following weeks as well. (Table 8.) 
 
Online registration for Thursday’s event ended one week prior to the event. The final 
instructions for Friday’s workshop leaders were sent, checklist (Attachment 1) for both 
event days was created and technical equipment, such as speakers and microphones 
were tested in advance. On the week of the event, week 46, the focus was put on the 
details by following the established checklist. The event days were organised according 
to separate schedules (Attachments 4 & 5) that indicated time, task, location, the re-
sponsible staff and the staff that was related to the accomplishment of each specific 
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task. For instance the giveaway presents were ordered and picked up from the local 
chocolate factory located in the old town of Porvoo. Each present was signed by the 
project leaders that gave the gesture a more personal touch. (Table 8.) 
 
Post event actions, such as creation of an electronic feedback form for Thursday’s 
event participants and sending thank you-letters to sponsors, were performed one 
week after the event. Link to the feedback form was sent to the guests and an oral 
feedback session with the commissioner was held on the following week. (Table 8.) 
 
3.1.5 Financial Management 
As stated earlier the 40 Years event was funded by HAAGA-HELIA University of 
Applied Sciences. As a set budget was not given from the beginning of the project the 
funding and money allocation were discussed with the commissioning team when nec-
essary throughout the implementation stage. Project leaders made majority of the sug-
gestions on how the resources were to be used, but the decisions regarding the alloca-
tion of the funds were made by the representatives of the commissioning team.  
 
Since the event was not aiming to produce financial profit the actions taken to execute 
the project were carried out by minimising the costs whenever possible. The most cost 
efficient ways of covering the projected costs were taken into consideration at every 
stage of the process. Careful research, negotiation skills and ability to allocate the avail-
able funds are the three main requirements for successful budget management (Wolf & 
Wolf 2005, 71). Sponsoring organisations for instance contributed to the event by do-
nating gift vouchers and promotional merchandise to gain visibility for their businesses 
during the event. Project team was guided to use the commissioning organization’s 
facilities and resources before purchasing any items. Creating the printed material, such 
as the programme leaflets (Attachment 3), would have been relatively high expense if 
ordered from the local printing company and not using the existing resources available.  
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3.1.6 Marketing  
Event marketing is an activity which is connected to an organisation in a goal-oriented 
and interactive way. Defining target groups for the selected event and designing the 
theme around the event create the functional entity of event marketing. (Vallo & 
Häyrinen 2012, 19.) 
 
In order to use the term event marketing certain criteria need to be fulfilled. Firstly the 
event must be planned beforehand and the goals need be specified. Secondly the target 
group must be confined and decided. The third essential factor is that the experience 
and interactivity are occurred in that specific event (Vallo & Häyrinen 2012, 20). These 
three important criteria were well established in the 40 Years event’s marketing as the 
planning began three months prior. Target groups were separated for both days and 
the experience was relied on the amusing programme as well as creating the overall 
celebratory atmosphere. 
 
As the event was free of charge for the participants, marketing was used as an interac-
tive tool to notify the target group of the event. This was taken into account when 
making a marketing plan. In a marketing plan four types of marketing tools are used; 
internal marketing, press releases, media marketing and direct marketing. In internal 
marketing all communication happens inside the organisation. Press releases include all 
press conferences and announcements that are open for the public sector. Media mar-
keting combines all newspaper, television, radio and internet announcements. Direct 
marketing is generally focused on direct mailing and personal interaction with the tar-
get group. (Vallo & Häyrinen 2012, 55.)   
 
As mentioned before, an official website was created for event day one. Porvoo Cam-
pus website was used as a gateway to the event’s official pages using a link. External 
marketing was highly used for event day one. An advertisement was published on Hel-
singin Sanomat and Ikkunapaikka and an announcement was presented on the official 
website of HAAGA-HELIA.  
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For both event days Facebook was chosen to be used when marketing the event. Fa-
cebook pages gathered many attendants and created discussion. Pictures and latest up-
dates were published on the Facebook pages. As event day two focused on attracting 
students and staff of Porvoo Campus the school screens were selected as the market-
ing tool for this purpose. An advertisement of event day two was shown from the 
screen every day, now and then one week before the actual event day.  
 
A press conference for local media representatives was also organised during the Fri-
day’s 16.11.2012 event at 12.00. An email invitation was sent earlier on the week to 
various representatives from local newspapers such as Uusimaa, Vartti, Borgåbladet 
and Helsingin Sanomat. The local radio channel Radio Itä-Uusimaa was also contacted. 
They were invited for coffee and cake which were served in the Porvoo Campus cafe-
teria.  
 
3.1.7 Event Practicalities 
40 Years event’s event practicalities consisted of planning and execution of decoration, 
catering and entertainment of the event. 
 
Decoration is the most exciting part of event planning. It can be simple or large-scale. 
The venue and decoration must be internalised to the decided theme. For the guests, 
the event environment should be able create emotions and memorable experiences. 
(Matthews 2008, 59-60.) 
 
It was decided that decoration is not the fundamental factor in both event days. The 
reason behind this was that the Campus itself is already an appealing sight and the mo-
dernity should be visible to everyone. Therefore decoration was aimed to be left simple 
and plain but yet having small elements connected to the theme. The chosen theme for 
the two-day event was not clearly defined but was eventually decided to focus around 
the past four decades. After discussion, the efforts concerning decoration were decided 
to be aimed on event day one alone. 
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The planning of decoration was undertaken by a student, who had recently taken part 
in a decoration team for a similar event. The planning process began by deciding the 
theme and using time in scaling the space. As the venue is relatively spacious, the deco-
rative areas were selected in order to not overload it with too much decoration. What 
partly facilitated the planning was the stage as it took one fourth of the space.  
 
Tables and chairs were needed therefore a table formation and lining layout was de-
signed. As to texture classic fabrics were employed in table cloths. Eye-catching wall-
hangings from Marimekko were chosen to give a slight twist and also to control the 
viewer’s attention (Figure 4). This was ought to bring memories from the past as 
Marimekko fabrics have a long history in the Finnish design (Marimekko 2013). Other 
accessories such as old fashioned lace table cloths were included in the decoration as 
well. 
 
 
Figure 4. Marimekko wall fabric 
 
The lobby was already well lightened up so special light effects were not considered. 
Small Christmas lights on the other hand were used as a decorative element on the buf-
fet tables. When choosing the right colour for the event, the standard HAAGA-
HELIA colours green and blue were not an option as they have been used rather of-
ten. Colours maroon and satin white were selected in order to keep harmony among 
the venue’s red and orange furniture. The colours repeated themselves in flowers 
which were left to use in decorating the lobby for the following event day.   
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Figure 5. The buffet table 
 
Catering for Thursday’s evening event was planned and organised by a third year stu-
dent Ms Vuorela. She worked closely together with both project leaders in order to 
achieve results that were cohesive with the efforts related to decoration and the interior 
design of the venue. 
 
Due to the theme of 40 years of tourism education in Porvoo, the menus of the night 
were planned around the past four decades. The guests were wanted to gain memora-
ble food experiences differing from each other, so the dishes were chosen to be pre-
pared according to the most popular trends of each decade. The modern style dessert 
was also tied to the theme of past and future, representing the future trends in food 
culture. (Attachment 6.) 
 
The purpose was that the memories from guests’ personal pasts, while they were study-
ing in Porvoo, would arise through the food experience during the event. The concept 
of reflecting the past and looking into the future were tied to the programme design as 
well as the decoration elements. Considering the guests’ personal meanings contributes 
to the positive overall experience and memorability of the event. Engaging people is 
more effective if the event holds personal meanings for them (Getz 2012, 214). 
 
The catering efforts for the second event day consisted of the coffee and cake service 
that was organised in Porvoo Campus cafeteria at 9.45. The cake and coffee were or-
dered by the project leaders well in advance, one week prior to the event. The service 
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was ordered from Fazer Amica, the company that operates the Campus cafeteria. 
There were two students that were recruited to serve the cake and pour the coffee for 
the guests (Figure 6). 
 
 
Figure 6. Coffee and cake service in the Campus cafeteria 
 
Before agreeing on the type of entertainment, a meeting for exchanging opinions be-
tween the members of the commissioning team and project leaders was organised. 
Target groups of both event days were analysed separately to find out what is the most 
appealing entertainment for them. The programme of the first event day was designed 
traditionally including music performances and speeches on current affairs in the field 
of tourism industry. Target group consisted of tourism industry professionals, so the 
content regarding entertainment was relevant. 
 
Guided tours in various locations around Porvoo were offered to the guests to empha-
size the guests’ former experiences of the time when they were studying in Porvoo. 
Witnessing the chances that have happened in Porvoo regarding the tourism education 
as well as the infrastructure, was seen as a good way for the guests to get into the cele-
brative mood for the evening event. (Soisalon-Soininen, Ritalahti, Sandelin, Kuortti & 
Kuronen 13.9.2012) 
 
Target group of the second event day was the current students of Porvoo Campus. As 
for entertainment the band was chosen according to the research that was conducted 
on Facebook. Randomly selected individuals who represented the target group were 
asked to listen to two songs performed by different artists, and choose the more attrac-
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tive alternative. Cover band SiCi and the Boogie Brothers resulted to be more appeal-
ing than the other option to the target group.  
 
Workshop topics were suggested by the commissioning team and Ms Kuortti was as-
signed to be the point of contact for the workshop leaders, who were representatives 
of companies within the travel and tourism industry (Soisalon-Soininen, Lindroth, Ri-
talahti & Sandelin 23.8.2012). There were altogether nine workshops with different 
topics closely related to the future of the industry. Workshops were organised for the 
students of all tourism degree programmes after the actual programme in the lobby. 
They were held at 12.00 – 14.00, in classrooms that were booked in advance. The lan-
guage of the workshops was either Finnish or English. The schedule and allocation of 
each student group for the workshops was created in advance to guarantee that each 
workshop would have consistent number of attendees. Each workshop was organised 
twice in the same room. (Table 9.) 
 
Table 9. Workshop schedule for workshop leaders, their contact persons and attending 
student groups 
 
Workshop Language Leader
Contact 
Person
12.00 - 13.00 13.00 - 14.00 Room
M4MY M1A1, M1B1
14 persons 20 persons
M2C M2D, M4TK
17 persons 31 persons
M5, M6, Tobba12 Tobba12
30 persons 20 persons
M1A1, M1B1, 
Tobba11
M1A2, M1B2
40 persons 20 persons
M1A2, M1B2 Tobba12
20 persons 20 persons
Tobba12
T1, T3, Tobba10
20 persons 24 persons
M2D M2C, M6, M5
17 persons 27 persons
M4TK, Tobba10 Tobba11
19 persons 20 persons
T1, T3 M4MY
19 persons 14 persons
Time and attending students
Mobiilipalvelut 
Apollomatkoilla
Finnish
Antti 
Ellonen
3422
Sanna 
Räikkä
Wellbeing of 
Business Traveller
English
Anne 
Holma
3402
Anna 
Rantakivi
Entrepreneurship - 
yrittäjyys
Finnish Ilja Björs 2604
Maria 
Vuorela
Finnair - The 
design airline
English
Jarkko 
Konttinen
2603
Mikko 
Siikavesi
Events English
Maria 
Ekroth
3421-
Using Drama English
Pia 
Kiviaho-
Kallio
2403-
Future Trends English
Minna 
Pyykölä
1421
Jonis 
Mahmutllari 
Destination 
Branding
English
Kari 
Halonen
2425
Ivan 
Ngwalle
E-ticketing Finnish
Päivi 
Rautanen
2422
Natalia 
Shaparova
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3.2 40 Years of Tourism Education in Porvoo event 
The operations conducted during the event days of Thursday 15th and Friday 16th of 
November 2012 will be explained in detail. The focus is divided between the descrip-
tions on preparative operations, the event day as such, and the post-event operations 
of each event day. Taken post-event actions regarding the weeks after the actual event 
will be revealed at the end of this section.  
 
3.2.1 Event Day One 
Preparation operations  
 
Majority of the arrangements for event day one, Thursday 15th were done earlier on the 
week in question. All the relevant material was prepared and transferred to the venue 
in advance. Decoration, catering and other practical arrangements that couldn’t have 
been done earlier were scheduled for the morning and afternoon before the actual 
evening programme starting at 18.00. 
 
The project leaders arrived on the Campus at 10.00 in the morning. The first task was 
the stage build-up, which was coordinated by the person in charge of technical equip-
ment at Porvoo Campus. During the stage setting a phone call was received from the 
Art Factory. This call brought in bad news as the guided tour for the Art Factory had 
had to be cancelled due to a sudden sickness of their staff.  The guests who had en-
rolled for the guided tour were contacted immediately to inform them about the unfor-
tunate situation. As an alternative, the guests were offered a guided tour at Porvoo 
Campus. During the preparation operations the project leaders had access to their 
emails in case there were last minute cancellations or enrolments for the evening. 
 
After building up the stage the audio system was set up and the equipment including 
microphones and speakers were tested. Meanwhile project leaders assisted the decora-
tion team by arranging the lobby according to the layout plan. Decorations were hung 
up and the furniture was transferred from classrooms, which were confirmed to be 
unused for lectures at that time. The rooms where the furniture had been moved from 
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were marked carefully to each item to guarantee that everything would be returned to 
their original places after the event. 
 
Person responsible for the catering had pre-prepared the food for the evening’s buffets 
together with her team. Preparations were facilitated by the kitchen of POMO-
building, since the kitchen of the Campus had been reserved by a group of first year 
students for that evening. They organised an event for the exchange students of 
HAAGA-HELIA using the classrooms on the second and third floor of the Porvoo 
Campus. Early in the afternoon they began to prepare the entrance for their guests by 
building up an arch out of balloons. At 15.00 they held a welcome speech in the lobby, 
after which the guests were directed to their own workshops. They were also asked to 
collect their jackets and personal items from the coat rack near the entrance, so that 
there was enough room for guests arriving for the evening’s anniversary event. It was 
approximately 16.00 when the staff could continue with the venue set up as the first 
year students and their guests vacated the lobby later than it was agreed on. Six stu-
dents who were recruited for the registration were instructed by one of the project 
leaders. Tasks and responsibilities were divided among the students. Two were as-
signed to coordinate the guests to leave their jackets and register. Another pair was 
responsible of marking down the arrived guests using printed and updated guest list. 
The remaining two students were assigned to hand over programmes and assist the 
guests with practicalities if necessary.  
 
Food was transported from POMO-building to the Campus by car. One of the project 
leaders assisted with carrying the food items to the cabinet, part of the Campus cafete-
ria that was reserved for the final presentation. The flowers for the decorations were 
also delivered to the Campus. They were taken to the classroom where the staff kept 
their personal items. The classroom was booked well in advance, since location wise it 
was essential to get that specific classroom reserved. The flowers were placed in vases 
and taken to their assigned places in the lobby. In the late afternoon it appeared that 
there were not enough vases for decoration purposes. The leader of the decoration 
team accompanied by her assistant drove to Plantagen, plant and flower warehouse, to 
buy more vases immediately after this came into their attention. This could have been a 
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fatal mistake if not noticed, as the time schedule was tight and the first guests were 
expected to arrive already at 16.30 pm for the guided tour of the Campus. 
 
Guided tours 
 
According to the original plan the guided tours were scheduled to start at 16.30 at 
Porvoo Campus, POMO-building, Old Town of Porvoo and the Art Factory. As stat-
ed before the Art Factory tour was cancelled earlier on the day. The planned tour 
around the old town of Porvoo was not arranged due to the lack of interest amongst 
the registered guests and it was cancelled already in advance, three days prior to the 
event (Table 4). 
 
The guided tour that was arranged at the POMO-building was undertaken by Mrs 
Soisalon-Soininen as she is very familiar with its history due to her own years of study-
ing as well as teaching there. The tour was about to begin as planned at 16.30, but one 
of the guests informed she was going to be late. Since this incident did not affect the 
scheduling remarkably the other participants waited for the last person to arrive before 
starting the tour. After the tour ended all the participants moved to the Campus with 
their own transportation. 
 
A tutor student, who is also a member of HAAGA-HELIA student association, was 
asked to undertake the guided tour for the guests. He was already experienced on con-
ducting similar tours around Porvoo Campus. Brief discussion regarding the timing 
was held with him before the tour. Tour was divided into two sections and the director 
of tourism degree programme volunteered to start the tour by taking the guests to the 
areas of the Campus where students do not have access to. The guided tour lasted for 
approximately 45 minutes and the project leaders together with their staff used these 
45 minutes before the starting time of the event to prepare themselves for the evening. 
At 17.30 pm the venue was fully set with all the decoration features and the guests 
could be lead in. After leaving their jackets to the coat racks and registering, they were 
welcomed with a glass of sparkling wine and small snacks. Also a non-alcoholic option 
was available in case there were guests who had arrived with their own cars. 
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Evening event 
 
The evening began as the host entered the stage at 18.10, ten minutes behind schedule. 
The Principle of the Finnish Degree Programme in tourism was welcomed to give a 
welcome speech for the guests and raise their glasses for the 40-year-old tourism edu-
cation of Porvoo. After the applause the host invited the head principle of HAAGA-
HELIA University of Applied Sciences to share her views on the development of the 
tourism education in general. The time given for her presentation was 10 minutes. 
 
The programme continued with a music performance of two second year students 
from the Bachelor Degree Programme in Tourism. They performed two songs, which 
were accompanied by acoustic guitar playing. (Figure 7.) 
 
 
Figure 7. Tourism students’ music performance 
 
Before announcing the buffet to be open, the Vice President from HAAGA-HELIA 
spoke about the tourism and hospitality industry in the past, present and future. He 
held his speech by mixing Swedish, English and Finnish, since due to the international 
degree programmes there could have been former students who had limited skills in 
Finnish. Guests were welcomed to enjoy the offerings of the four buffets at 19.00. Be-
fore that the leader of catering was asked to join the host on the stage to introduce the 
menu she had planned and created. The idea behind the menu was to serve various 
traditional dishes from the past 40 years. She had included fulfilling salads, salty pas-
tries and several other small snacks on it. Each buffet table had waiters who were re-
sponsible of maintaining the appealing outlook of the food and ensure there was 
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enough food in the serving dishes. Waiters also poured water, white wine or red wine 
in guests’ glasses according to their preferences.  
 
The guests enjoyed the delights of the buffet tables and had a chance to exchange 
thoughts with old friends until 20.00, when the planned programme was continued. It 
appeared that some of the guests left the event after the food service, as it was getting 
rather late. Nevertheless the food service was followed by another music performance 
that was given by two of the HAAGA-HELIA Porvoo’s teachers. The show began 
with a short piano solo and a humorous play. The performance eventually ended with 
an amusing piano and drum performance. After the entertaining music performance 
the account manager of Comma Group Oy provided the guests with an insight to the 
present state of the Finnish tourism industry. His speech lasted for 10 minutes and the 
evening programme came to its end.  
 
It was time for the guests to share their moments and memories from the years they 
were studying or teaching tourism in Porvoo. The chairman of Porvoo Tours was the 
first volunteer speaker to enter the stage. She has been working for the tourism sector 
for several years and been involved in developing acts aiming Porvoo in becoming a 
more attractive tourist destination. The director of tourism degree programmes of 
Haaga unit of HAAGA-HELIA soon entered the stage and congratulated Mrs Soisa-
lon-Soininen for her long career and her remarkable efforts in the tourism education 
development. After her speech, the director of the international tourism degree pro-
grammes of Porvoo Campus entered the stage with the same purpose. Together with 
her colleagues she had created a humorous diploma that was handed over to Mrs 
Soisalon-Soininen for her achievements from the past years.  
 
After congratulating Mrs Soisalon-Soininen, the host announced the dessert buffets to 
be open. The guests were served a cold-chocolate coffee drink and a modern cranberry 
pannacotta. (Figure 8.) While guests enjoyed their desserts, the project leaders entered 
the stage and used this time to briefly thank everyone including staff, commissioners 
and of course the guests for their attendance. The director of the international tourism 
degree programmes of Porvoo Campus joined the project leaders on the stage and 
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thanked them by providing them with flowers as recognition of the work they had 
done to organise the event.  
 
 
Figure 8. Cranberry pannacotta 
  
The evening ended with the host thanking everyone for coming and wishing them a 
good night. She also mentioned the upcoming events regarding alumni and asked the 
guests to keep the similar events in mind. After the final applause guests got their jack-
ets from the coat racks and were given a small thank you-present before exiting the 
Campus.  
 
Post-event operations 
 
The event ended at 21.30 as planned according to the schedule. As soon as the guests 
vacated the venue project team began the cleaning up operations. Chairs and tables 
were placed into the right classrooms as marked and all the decoration features were 
taken down and returned to their owners. Catering responsible coordinated the clear-
up of the buffets and catering related items with the assistance of event organising 
team as the project leaders began to prepare material for the following event day. They 
decorated the lobby with balloons and decided to leave a few of the flower displays on 
the tables. Also the rollup poster featuring the logo of the event was left out on the 
stage. Backstage area was prepared to be ready for the following morning. Before exit-
ing the Campus, the instructions given by the security company were followed. Once 
leaving the Campus, the security man was informed as the Campus was empty. 
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3.2.2 Event Day Two 
Preparation operations 
 
Friday’s preparations began early in the morning as the project leaders arrived at the 
Campus at 8.30. One of the project leaders took charge of the build-up of the compa-
ny stands that were located next to the stage together with the competitions that the 
guests had a chance to take part in. Meanwhile the other project leader prepared the 
material for the competitions. Campus cafeteria staff members were responsible of 
setting up the coffee and cake service that was due to begin at 9.45 at the entrance of 
the cafeteria.  
 
The first representative from cruise operator company Viking Line arrived at 8.45 and 
15 minutes later the representative from Meeting Professionals International was wel-
comed to the Campus. They were provided with all needed information on the practi-
calities of the day including lunch arrangements. One of the event organising team 
members was allocated to assist with the stand and materials of the third representative 
from Scandic Hotels, while she was waiting for the band SiCi and the Boogie Brothers’ 
members to arrive.  
 
There were three competitions with themes tied around the concept of 40 years of 
tourism education. In the first competition participants shared their ideas on what the 
event should consist of when organised again in 2022 by writing their ideas on a post-it 
notes and attaching them on a board. In the second competition the guests were asked 
how well they knew the history of tourism education in Porvoo. They were asked three 
questions with multiple choice answers to each of them. The answers were placed in a 
sealed lottery box. Third competition was about describing one’s dream event. As with 
the second competition the answers were dropped in a similar lottery box. Two Scan-
dic Hotel gift vouchers, five Viking Line cruise tickets and five Varuboden Osla restau-
rant vouchers that were donated by the sponsors of the event were given out as prizes 
for the winners of the competitions.  
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The band arrived and set up their musical equipment and started the sound check at 
9.15. A classroom from the back of the stage was booked for the band’s private back-
stage. A third year tourism student was responsible of assisting the band members dur-
ing their stay on the Campus. Before 9.45 when the Porvoo Campus students were due 
to come down to the lobby for coffee and cake, the band members were asked to re-
turn to their backstage area before their music performance. An announcement wel-
coming everyone to have coffee and cake in the cafeteria after the classes was made. 
The announcement was made in English and it was heard in every classroom of the 
Campus. 
 
Event 
 
Two tourism students from the Swedish degree programme were recruited to serve the 
cake and pour the coffee as the cafeteria staff members were only responsible of 
providing the items. The cake and coffee service was very popular as the table was sur-
rounded by students, teachers and other staff throughout the event. Students were 
asked to move to the lobby where the official programme for the event was about to 
begin after they had been served with coffee and cake. At 10.00 the host began the 
programme by introducing the director of international tourism degree programmes 
Mrs Kaija Lindroth. She gave a 20 minute speech about the celebration of tourism ed-
ucation in English. The host introduced and welcomed SiCi and the Boogie Brothers 
to the stage after Ms Lindroth’s speech. The band entertained the audience for 45 
minutes (Figure 9). One of the project leaders joined the audience and used observa-
tion as a way to assess the atmosphere and facial expressions of the audience. 
 
 
Figure 9. SiCi and the Boogie Brothers performing 
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During the music performance the other project leader set up the stands for the work-
shop schedules (Table 9) that were placed next to the main stairs in each floor of the 
Campus. The workshops for tourism students were due to take place in several class-
rooms around the Campus beginning at 12.00. Students were informed about the 
workshops while they were having lunch after the music performance had ended in the 
lobby. It was announced that all tourism students would find the schedules and class-
rooms of the workshops they were expected to participate in, next to the main stairs.  
 
Each workshop leader, excluding two who were Porvoo Campus teachers, arriving to 
the Campus was assigned with their own contact person who was waiting for them at 
the entrance with all the information needed for the workshops. All contact persons 
were recruited from the students of HAAGA-HELIA Porvoo by the project leaders. 
They had also put together a package for each workshop leader which was delivered to 
the workshop leaders by their own assigned contact persons. However the teachers at 
Porvoo Campus who were assigned as workshop leaders were informed via email that 
their packages could be picked up from the Campus info desk. Each package included 
two blank participant lists that were to be filled in during each workshop, and two Vi-
king Line gift vouchers. Workshops were designed to be interactive and the best per-
former was rewarded with a voucher. 
 
As the workshops started at 12.00 the project leaders together with director or interna-
tional tourism degree programme attended a press conference that was organised in 
the private cabinet of the Campus cafeteria. Representative of local newspaper 
Borgåbladet interviewed the project leaders in Swedish during the meeting that ended 
approximately after one hour at 13.00. The tourism students attending the workshops 
moved from one workshop to another, according to the schedule (Table 9). 
 
Post-event operations 
 
Project leaders began the cleaning-up operations in the lobby and thanked the stands 
holders for their presence during the event. All remaining decoration features and 
stand material was transferred to the backstage area to ensure the lobby was fully 
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cleared. Winners of the competitions were selected and informed via email on how to 
collect their prises. In case they had given permission their names and which prize they 
had won were also published on the event Facebook page. The prize vouchers were 
labelled with each winner’s name and taken to the info desk, where they could collect 
them by showing an appropriate proof of identity. 
 
After the workshops ended at 14.00 the project leaders together with Ms Lindroth and 
Ms Soisalon-Soininen waited for the workshop leaders in the lobby at the Campus en-
trance. Each workshop leader was given a thank you-present for making time to con-
tribute to the event. Oral feedback on how the workshops had turned out was also 
collected while wishing goodbyes. 
 
After goodbyes and giving out thank you-presents to all members of the event organis-
ing team the backstage area was cleared and project leaders moved upstairs to the third 
floor kitchen to help Ms Vuorela with the dish washing. The dishes were finished at 
17.00 and the serving trays were taken back to the POMO-building, where they had 
been borrowed from. 
 
3.3 Post-event Actions of 40 Years event 
The following two weeks after the event were strictly focused on the post event actions 
which included meetings and sending emails. The project leaders met with the com-
missioners to discuss about the success of the event. The aim of the meeting was to 
find out if the goals for the event were met and what could have been improved. As to 
the recruitment team, the project leaders suggested a feedback session in which the 
staff could freely express their opinion and possible development ideas regarding the 
event planning and implementing process. As to the tight schedule no suitable time 
was found. Therefore the project leaders decided to collect feedback by email. 
 
Pictures from both event days were soon uploaded to Facebook pages and comments 
of the event were shared. Regarding Friday’s competitions, the winners were informed 
personally by email and were later announced on the official event page on Facebook.  
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Thank you emails were sent to the stand holders and workshop leaders of the Friday’s 
event. The article about the event was published on 17th of November 2012 in local 
newspaper Borgåbladet (Attachment 9). 
 
Regarding Thursday’s evening event, a questionnaire was designed and sent via email 
to all the guests on the 5th of December in purpose of getting constructive feedback 
regarding the event. The project leaders designed the questionnaire by using the Survey 
Monkey platform. Survey Monkey is the world’s most popular online research tool and 
provides various surveys and feedback questionnaire layouts to be easily used and sent 
to the respondents. (SurveyMonkey 2013.) 
 
The questionnaire consisted of seven questions both open-ended and option-
al/selective questions (Attachment 7). The questionnaire was sent to 97 guests in total 
and the amount of responses received was 50.   
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4 Event Evaluation 
This chapter will focus on evaluating the event days separately by identifying their 
achievements and challenges. In order to conduct a useful analysis of the event, Van 
der Wagen and Carlos (2005, 248-252) suggest using a survey or having feedback dis-
cussions with the organising team. The methods chosen for evaluating the 40 years 
event are based on this theory. Oral feedback discussion with the commissioner as well 
as a survey, which was targeted for the guests of event day one were used as the base 
for the final analysis. Observation was also a method when analysing the event out-
come. This chapter will include valuable information for future purposes as future de-
velopment suggestions for both event days are presented. The overall evaluation of 
event management process together with profit and loss calculation is revealed at the 
end of this chapter. 
 
4.1 Event Day One  
Thursday’s evening event was targeted for the former students and staff from the tour-
ism education in Porvoo from the past 40 years. The purpose of the event was to cele-
brate the 40 years of tourism education in Porvoo in a relaxing and warm atmosphere 
and giving the guests the possibility to socialise with old friends and colleagues from 
past years.  The event was announced publicly by using different marketing tools. In 
order to attend the celebration, the guests had to enrol by filling in an electronic regis-
tration form on the official website of the event. The amount of enrolments received 
was 119 yet eventually the event gathered 106 people as last minute cancellations oc-
curred.  
 
The feedback received from the commissioner and project team was used when evalu-
ating event day one. In order to receive reliable statistical information on guest’s reac-
tions and profiles of the event a link to a survey was sent through email. Not all guests 
could be reached with the survey as some emails were missing or not given. The survey 
link was sent to 97 guests but the amount of received responses was only 50. The sur-
vey was designed using Survey Monkey and included seven questions, both optional 
and open-ended. (Attachment 7.)  
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The Survey 
 
Feedback from the guests was collected through a survey which consisted of seven 
questions (Attachment 7). The questions marked with a star were all mandatory but 
guests were wished to share comments under the open-ended questions. The survey 
was conducted in Finnish language. 
 
 
Figure 10. How guests found out about the event 
 
The first question (Attachment 7, question 1) presented in the survey was how the 
guest found out about the event. The aim of this question was to see whether the an-
nouncements on the newspaper were paid any attention to. Figure 10 presents the re-
sults that were gained from the survey. The majority (56%) of the respondents found 
out about the event through Facebook. This was not a surprise as today Facebook is 
part of people’s daily activities. Forty per cent of the respondents heard about the 
event from other sources. These other sources included personal invitation and from 
word of mouth. The rest of the respondents noticed the event from the Porvoo Cam-
pus website or the events official website. It is unfortunate to notice that none of the 
respondents had found out about the event through newspaper. (Figure 10.) 
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Figure 11. Guest’s evaluation regarding Thursday evening’s event components   
 
In question two (Attachment 7, question 2) the guests evaluated the listed factors of 
the event. Figure 11 illustrates which elements in the event were highly appreciated and 
which areas the respondents found rather weak. The respondents chose the best op-
tion on how they found the given attributes and scaled them as weak, satisfying, good 
or excellent. To easily measure and analyse the results, the options were numbered 
from 0-3, which are clarified on the left side of Figure 11. According to the given an-
swers in the figure above each pillar represents the average of received grades.  
 
It is noticeable that the respondents did find the event good as the average of all pil-
lars, excluding the one regarding entertainment, vary between good and excellent. The 
three most satisfying elements were venue and location, general atmosphere and food. 
(Figure 11.) Question two was followed up with a question in which the guest could 
freely specify something they enjoyed or appreciated the most that was not mentioned 
on the list (Attachment 7, question 3). For instance the guided tour around Porvoo 
Campus was praised as it was amusing and well arranged. The tour positively raised 
awareness and interest towards the event venue. The respondents also mentioned that 
meeting up with old friends and colleagues as well as enjoying the versatile food menu 
enhanced the overall atmosphere.  
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Programme and entertainment received the weakest results (Figure 11). According to 
some of the respondents, the schedule for the programme was rather too long. It ap-
peared that some of guests left the event after and during the food service. As to music 
the guests would have enjoyed listening more to the students’ music performance than 
the show given by the teachers. A simple piano solo was also suggested by the re-
spondents. The respondents also commented on the chosen songs, which were not 
quite linked to the theme whereas the food and speeches were. 
 
After collecting general comments and thoughts of the event, the respondents stated 
whether the event was successful or not in their personal opinion (Attachment 7, ques-
tion 4). It appeared that 98% of the respondents did find the event a success.  
 
In order to gain constructive feedback and development ideas for future purposes the 
guests could freely share their suggestions on what could be improved (Attachment 7, 
question 5). As mentioned earlier, the programme was considered rather too long and 
breaks were extended. Regarding future events the programme should focus on being 
compressed but inclusive. According to the received feedback the enrolment process 
and informing about the event could be improved. The guests felt that the invitation 
did not reach to the target audience who would have wanted to join the celebration.  
 
Question five was followed up with finding out if the respondent would attend a simi-
lar event in future (Attachment 7, question 6). Three options where given, yes, no and 
maybe. Majority of the respondents answered yes, they would attend a similar event 
again. Only a few would consider taking part in a similar event. 
 
The last section of the questionnaire was left for the guest to freely comment on the 
event and personal experience (Attachment 7, question 7). Overall the guests seemed 
to have enjoyed the event and some were pleased about the fact that the event was 
arranged in the first place. Informing guests about latest cancellations or changes re-
garding the programme with such quick response was found sufficient and profession-
al. The respondents took advantage in thanking the project team for the nice evening 
and are looking forward to the 50th anniversary celebration. (Attachment 8.) 
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Achievements 
 
As the event was aimed to be a relaxed gathering and giving the guest a chance to meet 
old friends and colleagues, the aim was certainly achieved as the atmosphere and so-
cialising were highly appreciated according to the feedback received from the commis-
sioner as well as through the analysis regarding the survey answers. The majority of the 
guests thought the event was successful and would attend a similar event again.  
 
Despite the fact that the guided tour at Art Factory was cancelled at the last minute, 
the guests attending other tours were pleased by the fact that these tours were ar-
ranged. The Porvoo Campus tour gathered a lot of participants and therefore the ven-
ue was drawn special attention to and interested people. 
 
The material handed over to the guests worked well and was well linked to the theme. 
The outlook of the hand programme received very positive feedback. (Attachment 3.) 
 
Challenges 
 
When it comes to challenges the greatest concern was the time used for decoration and 
catering preparations on the actual event day. As the decoration team was not prepared 
for any extra staff the project leaders had to assist with the final decoration. Regarding 
catering the preparation of food was tied to the schedule and proceeded fluently but as 
to buffet tables, the last settings were done while the first guests had already arrived.   
 
The uncertainty of the length and content of the speeches and performances was also 
one of the challenges. As the scheduling was aimed to be flexible the event eventually 
exceeded its length which lead to some guests leaving earlier from the event. During 
the buffet some guests came up to the project leaders to ask what time the event will 
be ending or how long is the event expected to last. 
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Future development suggestions 
 
For future purposes the right marketing tools should be defined and actively used. It is 
noticeable that the social media is the preferable way to approach target groups but in 
order to make use of it there must be continuous activity and updating on the page 
itself.  
 
As to practical arrangements the event day should be rehearsed few days before the 
actual event. All decoration, music performances and speeches should be tested and 
timed in advance in order make the programme more accurate.  
 
The survey included a question in which guests could freely share development sugges-
tions for future events similar to the 40 years event (Attachment 7, question 5). Ac-
cording to the received feedback the length of the event could have been shorter and 
the content of the programme could have been more compact. Another issue which 
was highly brought up was the enrolment process. The guests found the electronic en-
rolment procedure rather complex. When thinking further the enrolment procedure 
could be improved by making it more clear or choosing other tools to proceed with it. 
A personal invitation could have been sent either through traditional mail or email. 
Therefore simply by replying yes or no would have kept the process straightforward. 
The third fact was that the general event arrangements could have worked more 
smoothly.  
 
4.2 Event Day Two 
The aim of the second event day was to provide the current staff and students of 
Porvoo Campus with celebrative day time event, where attendees would gain 
knowledge regarding the past and the future of the tourism industry and education.  
 
The evaluation regarding Friday’s event was conducted through oral feedback discus-
sion that was held with commissioning team after the event. Evaluation between the 
event organising team and project leaders was exchanged using email correspondence. 
During the event observation was used as the main method when evaluating the over-
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all atmosphere and the volume of guest participation. Attendance lists were also col-
lected at the end of each workshop session. 
 
Achievements 
 
As to the achievements of Friday’s event, the process of selecting the entertainment 
type can be stated to have been successful. The band SiCi and the Boogie Brothers was 
appealing to the target audience and their music performance made the overall atmos-
phere very relaxed and celebrative. Guests were clapping their hands and dancing dur-
ing the performance and everyone in the Campus lobby seemed to enjoy themselves. 
Event organisers were given positive feedback both orally as well as on the event’s Fa-
cebook pages after the band’s performance.  
 
The coffee and cake service that was organised at the entrance of the Campus cafeteria 
to be enjoyed free of charge was a great success as well. Promoting the event by em-
phasizing this feature acted as the biggest motivator for the intended target audience to 
participate to the event. The coffee and cake service was intended to have been fin-
ished by lunch time. However, due to its popularity the service was continued until the 
end of the event finishing at 14.00. 
 
Incentives and prizes that were donated by the sponsors were relevant to the event 
contents as supporting companies were selected within the Finnish tourism and hospi-
tality industry. The supporting businesses gained visibility amongst the event’s target 
audience as their logos were emphasized in the event marketing efforts and highlighted 
as the incentives to increase the number of participants regarding the competitions, 
which were organised on the event day.   
 
Received feedback concerning the interactive workshops that were organised for stu-
dents studying in tourism degree programs was also positive. The majority of work-
shop subjects that were selected due to their current relevance within the tourism in-
dustry were stated to have been positively differing from the contents of ordinary 
courses and teaching methods, which made them interesting to the target group. The 
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aim of providing the attendees with knowledge regarding the past and the future of the 
tourism industry and education can be stated to have been successful. The surprise 
element of rewarding the best performer of each workshop with a Viking Line gift 
voucher was also greatly appreciated and added to the attendee satisfaction. 
 
Challenges 
 
The challenges regarding the second event day came down to the implementation stage 
of the event management process. Marketing efforts and chosen methods were not 
efficient enough when aiming to attract the entire target group. This factor showed as 
the low volume of participants attending to the programme that was arranged in the 
lobby. Majority of the guests came to enjoy the coffee and cake service that was organ-
ised before the actual programme, but left right after the event to attend their classes 
or work on their own projects. It was noticeable that the event marketing efforts did 
not successfully reach the aim of gathering all current staff and students of Porvoo 
Campus to celebrate the 40 year old tourism education in Porvoo. 
 
Future Development Suggestions 
 
When it comes to attracting students with their busy schedules, the programme should 
include something spectacular and out of the ordinary in order for them to attend an 
event. The focus during the planning process of this two day event was put on the 
Thursday night’s event, since the second event day seemed to be less demanding to 
organise. It turned out that the second event day included far more components than 
the first event day that needed more careful planning and implementation actions. The 
most important factor regarding the future developments is that the second event day 
should be considered as its own separate event. Only because the students are physical-
ly on the Campus does not mean that they will participate to the organised activities 
unless they genuinely want to. Majority of the target group chose not to attend the 
event and do something else in the meantime. This event was not attractive enough 
when considering the two hours that it took of their studying time.  
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Information that was brought to the attention of the target group during the event or-
ganising process was not transparent enough. The students need to know what the 
programme includes in beforehand to make their decisions on whether the event is 
worth their time or not. Project leaders’ decision to not reveal enough information 
about the event contents in the marketing actions resulted into negative outcome. 
Marketing actions and methods played a great role in getting the target group involved 
and interested on the event. Project leaders’ recruitment process regarding marketing 
staff did not feed the purpose of making the event attractive. Facebook pages should 
have been far more active and be able to create a hub of excitement amongst the target 
group in beforehand. The person chosen to be responsible on the marketing regarding 
the social media should be very initiative and able to work independently. During this 
project the marketing responsible needed a lot of guidance and support from the pro-
ject leaders and was not motivated enough to deliver the wanted outcome. 
 
Getting the full support from the teachers who decide on the course contents and 
schedules of the students would have also been essential. The project leaders relied on 
their commissioning team to inform the teachers and getting them involved regarding 
the event, but the chosen approach was not successful. The project leaders should 
have contacted the teachers personally from the beginning of the event planning pro-
cess to ensure that every teacher included the event day to their course schedules to get 
the students to attend the event. 
 
4.3 Overall Evaluation 
As events are commonly evaluated based on their return on investment according to 
Fenich (2008, 255) the overall evaluation of the two day event is based on the profit 
and loss calculation as well as the separately conducted event evaluations that were 
presented previously. Actual costs of 40 Years event are revealed in Table 10 in order 
to establish whether it was either successful or unsuccessful event in terms of money 
allocation and financial management. As stated previously, an event can be stated to 
have been successful if the operations were conducted within the budget resulting into 
breaking even (Fenich 2008, 255). 
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Table 10. Actual costs of 40 Years event 
 
 
As seen in Table 10 the actual costs for the first event day were 206,97 euros less than 
expected adding up to the total of 6482,03 euros. The project leaders had reserved 150 
euros for the guided tours at the Art Factory, which were eventually cancelled in last 
minute. The unexpected incident of purchasing extra vases was not included in the 
projected costs. Regardless these incidents that the guided tours were cancelled and a 
surprising expense for the vases appeared the actual costs for event day one would not 
have exceeded the budget. Project leaders had managed to estimate the actual costs 
successfully. 
 
Table 10 also reveals the actual costs being 3330,76 euros for the second event day. 
The total actual costs remained within the budget of 3395,10 euros. There were nine 
workshop leaders whose rewards were estimated to be 630,00 euros. However, since a 
Category Item
Projected 
Costs
Actual 
Costs
Item
Projected 
Costs
Actual 
Costs
Marketing and 
advertisement
Advertisement, 
Helsingin 
Sanomat
1 600,00 € 1 600,00 €
Marketing 
expenses
0,00 € 0,00 €
Advertisement, 
Ikkunapaikka
1 500,00 € 1 500,00 €
Decoration Flowers 50,00 € 50,00 € Balloons 10,00 € 9,55 €
Fabrics 120,00 € 103,70 €
Flower Vases 0,00 € 25,98 €
Catering Food and 
beverages
3 000,00 € 2 938,95 € Coffee and cake 1 400,00 € 1 400,00 €
Lunch expenses 155,10 € 155,10 €
Entertainment Tour at Art 
Factory
150,00 € 0,00 € Band 1 200,00 € 1 200,00 €
Reward for 
workshop leaders
630,00 € 566,11 €
Other 
expenses
Programme 
leaflet
40,00 € 34,40 € Other expenses 0,00 € 0,00 €
Chocolate 
giveaway 
presents
229,00 € 229,00 €
TOTAL 6 689,00 € 6 482,03 € TOTAL 3 395,10 € 3 330,76 €
THURSDAY FRIDAY
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few of them wanted to participate to the event free of charge the amount of 64,34 re-
mained and the budget was not exceeded.      
 
Profit and loss calculation is done by deducting the total actual costs from the total 
projected costs. As seen in Figure 12 the budget for 40 Years event was all together 
10 084,10 euros. The actual costs turned out to be 9812,79 euros that is 271,31 euros 
less than expected. In terms of breaking even the event can be stated to have been suc-
cessful since the estimated costs were not exceeded. 
 
 
Figure 12. Profit and loss calculation of 40 Years event 
 
When considering the decisions made on allocation of the available funds there are 
matters that need to be emphasized. Firstly, the fact that almost a half of the funds 
regarding event day one were spent on newspaper advertisements that were not no-
ticed by any of the guests can be stated as being an unprofitable decision. By not 
spending the amount of 3100 euros on this type of marketing would have resulted into 
better cost efficiency. All other expenses were necessary and justified in order to create 
a successful event. 
 
Second factor worth extra attention concerns the second event day, which was not a 
great success within the target group. As stated earlier the simple coffee and cake ser-
vice would have been enough for the current students, who did not have any personal 
meanings towards this anniversary celebration. The project leaders did not manage to 
successfully estimate the capacity of the available resources. Within the given 
timeframe for organising such two day event the project leaders would state that the 
commissioner’s expectations regarding the second event day were unreasonable. When 
it comes to the cost efficiency the necessary costs regarding second event day were 
only the coffee and cake expenses of 1400 euros. 
Total Projected costs - Actual costs = TOTAL
10 084,10 € - 9 812,79 € = 271,31 €
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Overall evaluation of the event reveals that when comparing the event days with each 
other, it can be stated that the first event day was successful. When it comes to the 
event management process in theory the essential actions regarding each phase of the 
process were managed by the project leaders satisfyingly. Analysis stage was performed 
successfully within the theoretical framework and all the components of the planning 
stage were taken into consideration. Resources and methods regarding marketing and 
human resource management could have been improved as they turned out to be a 
challenge. Decoration, catering, entertainment, time management and financial man-
agement, excluding allocation of funds, were well planned and executed. Evaluation 
stage concerning the event and its organisation process were conducted thoroughly 
and critically pointing out useful development suggestions for future purposes. Special 
attention on the workload of the project leaders and the given timeframe should be 
drawn attention to when organising such event in the future. 
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5 Conclusion 
This thesis report introduced the event management process regarding the 40th anni-
versary of tourism education in Porvoo event. The purpose of this thesis was to pro-
vide future event organisers with useful guidelines on how to arrange a similar anniver-
sary event. The outcome of the 40 Years event was evaluated and future development 
suggestions were presented according to received feedback and leaders’ personal expe-
rience on event management process. 
 
The event consisted of two days which had separate target groups and different pro-
grammes. This eventually appeared to be a challenge as the work load for each event 
day was rather too much than expected. It was proven that the second event days or-
ganising efforts were relatively minimal as the focus was more on event day one. With-
in the given timeframe and available resources maintaining a two day event successfully 
is impossible. The planning and implementation need full commitment for both days 
and therefore the three months that was allocated for this event production was too 
short to conduct a complete successful two day event.   
 
As the project was introduced to the project leaders in the end of August and the set 
date for the event was in mid-November scheduling was needed to be done wisely and 
decisions and actions had to be made quickly. This factor was seen as a challenge in the 
recruitment process, as the leaders did not find the time to train, monitor and motivate 
the staff efficiently. Focusing on finding suitable staff for various tasks was already 
challenging and required time and effort. The project leaders decided to select people 
among friends as they were easy to be in contact with and presumably had the profi-
ciency of the assigned task. Yet situations occurred in which the staff members were 
not capable on accomplishing their given assignments independently. The reason be-
hind this was either lack of expertise or low level of motivation. As a result the project 
leaders had to manage and complete the unfinished work. The project leaders failed to 
evaluate the capacity of their own resources within the given timeframe as more fol-
low-up work appeared.   
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As discussed with the commissioner the 40 Years event was too demanding to be or-
ganised as one project entity. In the future, the responsibility and creation of a similar 
two day event should be assigned for two separate project teams. The most ideal situa-
tion for future purposes would be that the event had one target audience and therefore 
was organised as a one day event instead of two. Based on the experience gained from 
Friday’s event, students did not find the event interesting enough to take part in. When 
thinking further to the future, a simple cake and coffee service for students would be 
satisfactory. 
 
As to marketing, the newspaper advertisement of the 40 years of tourism education did 
not reach the intended target audience. This indicates how important it is to focus on 
the most efficient ways of reaching the target group. More thorough research on the 
target groups should have been conducted. As the findings of the evaluation revealed 
the main focus regarding 40 Years event should have been put on marketing efforts 
within Facebook for both event days.  
 
The project leaders were personally satisfied with the outcome of the event as they 
managed to meet the expectations of the commissioner fully regarding the first event 
day. The financial management is considered to have been successful as the budget was 
not exceeded regarding either of the event days. As to the event management process, 
the leaders would have concentrated more on the recruitment process and marketing 
efforts. The content with its several components regarding the two day event surprised 
both of the project leaders, who noticed therefore that more time and resources on 
planning and implementation would have been required.  
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Attachments 
Attachment 1. Check list for Staff 
Who? What? Others involved Done 
Linda Instructions and schedules for staff     
  Get the Guest Book and pen     
  Remember the tape (mark the tables and chairs)     
  Giveaways     
  Tour at Porvoo Campus     
  Tour at Old Town of Porvoo     
Katja Get the programs from Info     
  Double check that ISS is aware of the event     
  Designated room for coats     
  Put up the signs for smoking area, parking and toilets     
  Designated room for performers (backstage)     
  Tour at Art Factory     
  Tour at POMO-building     
Sylvia Decoration features     
  Get the decoration elements from storage     
  Put up the decorations Finnisia   
  Get the lights     
  Get the ladder     
  Get the plants     
  Set up the flowers Katja, Linda, Finnisia   
  Get the vases for flowers     
  Create the sign (name of the event)     
  Put the sign up on the wall     
  
Double check that all the elements of the decorations 
are up Katja, Linda   
Dan Background music     
  Set up the stage     
  Check that the lighting works     
  Test the microphones and other technical equipment     
Maria pick up flowers     
  Catering/Buffet checklist: tasks and staff, separate!     
  Cleaning equipment handy for accidents     
  Set up the buffet tables (decoration) Sylvia   
  Check that the buffet tables are set Katja, Linda   
  Make sure there are enough of rubbish bins     
Liisi Preparing nametags     
  Marketing on student Facebook page     
  
Back stage area booking for Sici and the Boogie Broth-
ers     
  Lunch vouchers for Sici and the Boogie Brothers     
  Announcements on Friday     
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Attachment 2. Event Logo 
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Attachment 3. Programme Leaflet for Event Day One 
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Attachment 4. Detailed Schedule for Event Day One 
when   what  where who tasks related 
08.00 10.00 stage set up Campus Dan, Ivan and Jonis   
08.00 09.00 pick up flowers Kotka Maria   
11.00 12.00 lunch Cafeteria all staff   
12.00 15.00 testing audio equip. Lobby Dan   
    testing microphones Lobby Dan   
    background music Lobby Dan   
    decoration set up Lobby Sylvia, Finnisia   
    catering set up Lobby Maria   
            
            
            
15.00 15.30 Welcome speech Lobby 
Exchange students event 
team   
16.15 16.30 PIC for all tours @ location Campus     
      TT     
      Old town     
      POMO     
16.30 17.30 
tours 
Campus 
J. Aarikka and K. 
Lindroth   
16.30 17.15 Art Factory Katja   
16.30 17.30 Old town Cancelled!   
16.30 17.30 POMO Tuovi Soisalon-Soininen   
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17.15 18.00 reception Entrance TOBBA12 Giveaways 
    reception Entrance TOBBA12 Giveaways 
    reception Entrance TOBBA12 Giveaways 
    reception Entrance TOBBA12 Giveaways 
            
17.15 18.00 Name tag table person Entrance TOBBA12/M3TK   
    Name tag table person Entrance TOBBA12/M3TK   
            
17.15 22.00 coat security Entrance TOBBA12   
    coat security Entrance TOBBA12   
            
17.15 18.15 welcome drinks Entrance TOBBA12/M3TK   
    welcome drinks Entrance TOBBA12/M3TK   
18.00 18.05 Host to the stage Stage Sade Lehtonen   
18.05 18.15 Welcome speech Stage Tuovi Soisalon-Soininen   
18.15 18.17 Host to the stage Stage Sade   
18.17 18.30 Matk.Koulut.Kehitys Stage Ritva Laakso-Manninen   
18.30 18.32 Host to the stage Stage Sade   
18.32 18.40 Music Performance Stage M. Siikavesi and Sylvia   
18.40 18.42 Host to the stage Stage Sade   
18.42 18.55 Past, Present and Future Stage Teemu Kokko 
Food to the buffet by 
M3TK 
18.55 19.00 Buffet begins, Maria's interview Stage Sade, Maria   
19.00 20.00 Buffet Buffets guests Networking 
    Guest book Table TOBBA12/M3TK   
    Background music   Ivan and Jonis   
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    Music Performance Stage V. Vänttinen   
    cleaning/maintenance   all staff   
    clearing plates and glasses   M3TK   
    entrance clear from nametags and drinks Entrance entrance staff   
20.00 20.05 Host to the stage Stage Sade 
buffet, guests maybe 
eating 
20.05 20.10 Music Performance Stage V.Vänttinen and K. Räihä   
20.10 20.13 Host to the stage Stage Sade   
20.13 20.30 Elinkeinon tervehdys Stage Risto Salmia   
20.30 20.33 Host to the stage Stage Sade   
20.33 21.00 Free speech Stage anyone 
set up of coffee and 
dessert 
20.33 21.00 Coffee and dessert to tables 
Coffee ta-
ble M3TK / Maria   
21.00 21.15 
Host to the stage, introduction of Project 
leaders Stage Sade, Linda and Katja time flexible 
21.15 21.30 Everyone out!     clean-up operations 
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Attachment 5. Detailed Schedule for Event Day Two 
when   what  where who tasks related 
Thursday 
night   tables to Lobby Campus everyone   
8.00   to school Campus Linda, Katja and Liisi   
9.00   to school Campus Ivan   
before 9.30   test the music Lobby SiCi and the Boogie Brothers   
9.30 9.35 announcement Campus Liisi write the announcement 
9.45 10.00 coffee and cake Cafeteria 
Annina Ekroth and Linda 
Ahlqvist   
10.00 10.05 host Stage Sade Lehtonen   
10.05 10.15 Welcome speech Stage Kaija Lindroth   
    stands: Lobby     
    Viking Line   Linda and Katja   
    MPI   Linda and Katja   
    Scandic   Linda and Katja   
    competitions Lobby Sanna Räikkä   
10.20 10.23 host Stage Sade Lehtonen   
10.23 11.15 Music Performance Stage SiCi and the Boogie Brothers   
11.15 12.00 Lunch Cafeteria everyone 11.30 Press Conference 
12.00 13.00 WS1 -  Mobiilipalvelut 3422 Sanna + Antti Ellonen   
    WS2 - E-ticketing 2422 Natalia + Päivi Rautanen   
    WS3 - Future Trends 1421 Jonis + Minna Pyykölä   
    WS4 - Destination 2425 Ivan + Kari Halonen   
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Branding 
    WS5 - Entrepreneurship 2604 
Finnisia Hermawan + Ilja 
Björs   
    WS6 - Design Airline 2603 Mikko + Jarkko Konttinen   
    WS7 - Wellbeing of BT 3402 
Anna Rantakivi + Anne 
Holma   
    WS8 - Using Drama 2403 Pia Kiviaho-Kallio   
    WS9 - Events 3421 Maria Ekroth   
    Cleaning up begins Lobby Linda and Katja Decorations down, lobby empty 
13.00 14.00 WS1 -  Mobiilipalvelut 3422 Sanna + Antti Ellonen   
    WS2 - E-ticketing 2422 Natalia + Päivi Rautanen   
    WS3 - Future Trends 1421 Jonis + Minna Pyykölä   
    
WS4 - Destination 
Branding 2425 Ivan + Kari Halonen   
    WS5 - Entrepreneurship 2604 
Finnisia Hermawan + Ilja 
Björs   
    WS6 - Design Airline 2603 Mikko + Jarkko Konttinen   
    WS7 - Wellbeing of BT 3402 
Anna Rantakivi + Anne 
Holma   
    WS8 - Using Drama 2403 Pia Kiviaho-Kallio   
    WS9 - Events 3421 Maria Ekroth   
14.00   Competition winners Backstage Linda and Katja Backstage clean-up 
15.00 16.30 Dishwashing Pro Kitchen Linda, Katja and Maria   
16.30  TBA 
Serving dishes back to 
POMO   Linda, Katja and Maria   
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Attachment 6. Menu for Event Day One 
Kuohuviinimalja 
Glass of sparkling wine 
~ 
Suolakeksejä yrttilevitteellä 
Salted biscuit topped with herb spread 
 
 
70’s Menu 
 
Tomaatti - mozzarella pizza 
Pizza with tomatoes and mozzarella cheese 
~ 
Savulohi-perunasalaatti 
Potato salad with smoked salmon 
 
 
80’s Menu 
 
Cocktailtikkuja 
Cocktail sticks 
~ 
Dippivihannekset 
Chili-valkosipulidippi 
Yrtti-valkosipulidippi 
Vegetables With 
Chilli & garlic dip 
Herb & garlic dip 
~ 
Waldorfinsalaatti 
Salad of Waldorf 
 
 
90’s Menu 
 
Kanatäytteinen quesadilla 
Quesadilla filled with chicken 
~ 
Sienisalaatti 
Mushroom salad 
 
 
Menu of the Millennium 
 
Ruisnapit lohimoussella 
Rye bread buttons with salmon mousse 
~ 
Caesar-salaatti 
Caesar’s salad 
 
 
The Future 
 
Panna cotta karpalohyydykkeellä 
Panna cotta with cranberry jelly  
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Attachment 7. Survey Monkey Questionnaire 
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Attachment 8. Guests’ Comments on Event Day One 
” Onnistunut tapahtuma, hyvä ilmapiiri” 
”Olisin odottanut hieman enemmän entisiä opiskelijoita paikalle (esim. omalta matkai-
luopiston opiskeluajaltani), mutta ehkä ihmisiä on vaikea tavoittaa, vaikka Facebook jo 
tarjoaa loistavan mahdollisuuden siihen. Suuri kiitos teille järjestäjille ja kiitokset no-
peista vastauksista sähköpostitse ennen tapahtumaa. Hyvä tytöt!” 
”Olisin kaivannut kaikilta osin huolellisempaa tapahtuman valmistelua ja hyvää ruo-
kaa.” 
” Ilta oli mukavasti rakennettu; ohjelma oli ripoteltu sopiviin osiin niin että aikaa jäi 
myös vapaaseen seurusteluun. Järjestäjät olivat ystävällisiä avuliait aja iloisia.” 
” Työtä oli tehty paljon ja vaivaa nähty. Todella suuri kiitos kaikille työhön osallistuneil-
le. Oli niin mukava.” 
”Mukavahenkinen tapahtuma, mutta kotikutoisuus näkyi. Se on ok ja tärkeä tilaisuus 
opiskelijoille opetella asioita. Pienet yksityiskohdat onnistuivat osittain, mutta kitaristin 
farkkuasu ja liian rento fiilis eivät osuneet tähän tapahtumaan. Hyvin innovoitu ruoat ja 
kiva, kun olivat erillisissä pienissä pöydissä. ” 
” Mukavaa, että tällainen tapahtuma järjestettiin. Kiitos ja menestystä opintoihin.” 
” Läksiäislahja oli piste iin päälle!” 
” Kiitokset mukavasta tilaisuudesta ja oli mukava tutustua taloon.” 
” Jälleen kerran oli upeata seurata opiskelijoiden ammattitaitoista ja innostunutta to-
mintaa. Voitte olla ylpeitä onnistumisesta.” 
”Harmillisesti sattui samalle päivälle Matkailuparlamentti - vaikkakin tapahtuma oli ai-
kataulullisesti hieman aiemmin. Kannattaa yleisestikin matkailualan tapahtumissa olla 
kuulolla mitä on menossa.; verkostot Porvoossa ovat hyvät tiedon jakamiseen.” 
”Hienosti laitoitte itsenne likoon! Onnea seuraaville tapahtumille - työelämässä!” 
”Katso kohta 5. Kaipasin vanhoja opettajia ja opiskelijoita, myös uusia opiskelijoita 
olisi ollut mukava nähdä enemmän. Mutta kiitos silti, hyvin oli homma hoidettu, var-
masti 50-vuotisbileistä tulee vielä suuremmat;)” 
”Kiitos onnistuneesta ja positiivisesti hoidetusta tapahtumasta.” 
”Sopivan pitkä tilaisuus ja mukavasti suunniteltua ohjelmaa. Lauluesitykset hyviä. Tee-
mu Kokolla ja Comma Finlandin kaverilla erinomaiset puheet. Extra plussa Teemu 
Kokon ruotsinkieliselle puheelle!!! Kiitos.” 
”Miellyttävä ilta kaikin puolin, myös edeltävä POMO-talon esittely oli loistava idea!” 
”Todella kiva, että tällaisia tapahtumia järjestetään.” 
”Kiitos onnistuneista järjestelyistä!”  
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Attachment 9. Article Published in Borgåbladet 
 
 
